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Agriculture and Environment Minister Nicos Kouyialis has pledged that the government will look into the
alleged spraying of chemtrails in Cypriot skies, following demands by concerned citizen activist groups
and farmers.

The matter of suspicious aerial spraying – believed by some to be chemtrails – was discussed on
Wednesday at the House environment committee.

Speaking to the media later, Greens MP George Perdikis – who tabled the issue – said they were
pleased with the minister’s commitment to investigate.
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Perdikis said he hoped this time a proper probe would be done with the participation of government
departments as well as experts from universities here and abroad.

Assuming chemtrails were proved, he added, they expected the government to take the necessary action
to put a stop to it.

A previous investigation back in 2010 by government departments, analysing air samples, turned out to
be a whitewash,  the MP recalled.

There is strong reason to believe that the aerial spraying is conducted by aircraft making use of the
Sovereign Bases Areas (SBAs), Perdikis added. He said the spraying tended to cease whenever there
was organised public reaction.

The Greens think the spraying is likely intended to alter atmospheric/climatic conditions, also known as
geo-engineering. It is thought that aircraft operating out of the SBAs are spraying particulates which affect
the weather, preventing the formation of clouds, so as to facilitate visibility for bombing sorties en route to
Syria.

Another theory, Perdikis said, has it that aerial spraying is linked to surveillance/espionage and the radar
system located in the SBAs. The belief is that microscopic particulates scattered in the air enhance radar
signals.

Yet another conjecture in the global literature is the spraying may be intended for mind-control
experiments, although Perdikis said his party believes this to be far-fetched.

In a letter dated February 16, Kouyialis informed the House environment committee that he would be
instructing ministry officials to get to the bottom of the phenomenon.

In the letter, Kouyialis said he had received a formal complaint from the Union Of Cypriot Farmers (EKA)
expressing their concern. The farmers claim the aerial spraying is being carried out by SBA aircraft.

Kouyialis wrote: “At first glance, although there is no confirmation, it appears that these actions could alter
the climate of the region, since they might potentially alter the composition of the earth’s atmosphere, or
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chemicals released could potentially impact the atmosphere’s capacity to perform a certain function, e.g.
rainfall.”

He said also he has asked the foreign minister to contact the SBA administration and to “investigate the
whole matter.”

Asked by the Mail for a comment, SBA spokesperson Connie Pierce said: “The British bases would like to
make it clear that no such experiments take place by any aircraft operating out of RAF Akrotiri.”

Panicos Hambas, general secretary of the farmers’ union EKA, told reporters: “We are greatly concerned,
having lately observed extreme weather conditions, such as today’s temperatures.”

Some two weeks ago, the Greens again raised the issue of ‘suspicious spraying’, after they said
hundreds of worried residents had contacted the party’s offices across the island to complain about what
they believe are chemtrails.

Witnesses at the time told the Cyprus Mail that the trails were visible some two hours after high-altitude
aircraft had made two passes over an area between Akrotiri and Amathus Hotel in Limassol.

The term chemtrail is derived from “chemical trail” and refers to aerial trails allegedly caused by the
systematic high-altitude release of chemical substances, resulting in the appearance of supposedly
uncharacteristic criss-cross sky tracks.

Chemtrail spraying does not refer to usual forms of aerial spraying such as crop dusting, cloud seeding or
aerial fire-fighting. Chemtrails are also different to the condensation trail or contrails left by commercial
aircraft.
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Although the government might not be paying anyone, I’m sure they welcome the distraction of
looking to the skies, and worrying about the problems that does not exist. instead of being
frustrated by what’s going on on the ground, and in peoples’ lives.
Fascinating politicking of using rumors to your advantages (pledge to probe…)
nicely done sir!

aleksandr March 8, 2016 at 10:02

Look at the NASA EOSDIS Worldview map of 2/4/16. No wonder the guy is pissed!

ljm4 February 27, 2016 at 18:24
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Most of the people who have replied are trolls.

missy y February 27, 2016 at 06:05

There is nothing like a ferocious attack of trolls to illustrate the veracity of chemtrail spraying
(geoengineering).

Tom Staley February 22, 2016 at 18:13

RT @GuyCretnik: Minister pledges probe into #chemtrails   https://t.co/l1bv33bN2N

dunardtrek February 22, 2016 at 00:34

Minister pledges probe into #chemtrails   https://t.co/l1bv33bN2N

GuyCretnik February 22, 2016 at 00:08

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/ovvIXsExrj
#chemtrails #geoengineering

stormcloud2010 February 21, 2016 at 14:30

Turns out Spanish Police isn´t the only one probing into #chemtrails!
#geoengineering https://t.co/gFiQEIRIyY

alien_pimp February 20, 2016 at 17:40

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/ijCMUAmvRj

OzonePathos February 19, 2016 at 19:04

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails – Cyprus Mail https://t.co/2BlNL9yB1d

Geo_Engenharia February 19, 2016 at 05:06
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RT @martinhume: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/t5OUzfp2hQ

Tamparadis February 19, 2016 at 02:58

RT @martinhume: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/t5OUzfp2hQ

porridgeisgood February 18, 2016 at 23:30

RT @martinhume: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/t5OUzfp2hQ

Trutherbot_alt3 February 18, 2016 at 23:29

RT @martinhume: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/t5OUzfp2hQ

TchuTchx February 18, 2016 at 23:27

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/t5OUzfp2hQ

martinhume February 18, 2016 at 23:21

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   – Cyprus Mail Cyprus Mail https://t.co/4jVtThiC2q

watchtowermaya February 18, 2016 at 22:19

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/Uzhfn1yv0Z

lauriedriver910 February 18, 2016 at 20:52

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails https://t.co/UuhJEhBw5B

Amazing_Nieuws February 18, 2016 at 16:32
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#chemtrails #Cyprus #investigation #Cypriot #YouBetterBelieveIt Minister pledges probe into
chemtrails   https://t.co/u92Qa9TTJY

YassyKnows February 18, 2016 at 14:45

@alexantra every time I’m reminded of this I think of @joerogan thoroughly debunking it (context:
https://t.co/FscKEDSi7C)

Chuparos February 18, 2016 at 11:37

RT @cyprusmail: Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges to look into the alleged spraying
of #chemtrails in Cypriot skies: https://t.c…

MundaBadmaash February 18, 2016 at 10:48

I understand that the subsequent press conference had to be curtailed as Perdikis received a
telephone call from the Bacofoil people informing him his new headgear was available for
collection.
Lets see how the CIA and Illuminati fair against his political power now they can’t read his
thoughts anymore
Go get ’em Nicos!

cypruspete February 18, 2016 at 11:40

RT @cyprusmail: Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges to look into the alleged spraying
of #chemtrails in Cypriot skies: https://t.c…

TweetCyprus February 18, 2016 at 10:27

RT @Parole_Yhvh: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/4jfSEp3Tgd

veraphile February 18, 2016 at 08:43

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   https://t.co/4jfSEp3Tgd

Parole_Yhvh February 18, 2016 at 08:09
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#Chemtrails Minister pledges probe into chemtrails – Cyprus Mail https://t.co/Wl3LWDtI8Z via
#hng

4ASSIMILATION February 18, 2016 at 06:04

Minister pledges probe into chemtrails – Cyprus Mail https://t.co/qyYFPPnJ09

Geo_Engenharia February 18, 2016 at 04:18

How dare the Minister waste money on ‘chemtrails’ when he should be investigating the fairies at
the bottom of my garden. I’m sure they’re ‘pseudo’-fairies and up to no good.
Anyway, I’ve been a pilot for 50+ years and I’m not going to stop pulling that little red lever
whenever ‘they’ tell me to: the money’s too good.

Adrian Akers-Douglas February 18, 2016 at 00:40

Panicos Hambas, general secretary of the farmers’ union should know planes fly above the
clouds. This country is full of moron.s

Paul Smith February 18, 2016 at 00:09

#Cyprus #locationcyprus: Minister pledges probe into chemtrails   – Agriculture and Environment
Minister… https://t.co/B9TOpcypsO

locationcyprus February 17, 2016 at 22:02

Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges probe into #Chemtrails #GeoEngineering
#WeatherModification https://t.co/2bapinHJwB

socalskywatch February 17, 2016 at 21:46

ChristosSavva1 February 17, 2016 at 21:28

https://t.co/Wl3LWDtI8Z
https://twitter.com/4ASSIMILATION
https://t.co/qyYFPPnJ09
https://twitter.com/Geo_Engenharia
https://t.co/B9TOpcypsO
https://twitter.com/locationcyprus
https://t.co/2bapinHJwB
https://twitter.com/socalskywatch
https://twitter.com/ChristosSavva1
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RT @AndKyprianou: @vassrules @FBoB9 @ChristosSavva1 @Pekatsa @leontios_ @psatzi74
@MehmetKosucu British spray us to stop th prophecies.http…

@vassrules @FBoB9 @ChristosSavva1 @Pekatsa @leontios_ @psatzi74 @MehmetKosucu
British spray us to stop th prophecies.https://t.co/UZ3Jqu73PO

AndKyprianou February 17, 2016 at 21:28

RT @cyprusmail: Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges to look into the alleged spraying
of #chemtrails in Cypriot skies: https://t.c…

SkyWatchrs February 17, 2016 at 21:26

RT @cyprusmail: Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges to look into the alleged spraying
of #chemtrails in Cypriot skies: https://t.c…

samnight74 February 17, 2016 at 21:21

Lunacy… just lunacy

Muffin the Mule February 17, 2016 at 22:13

government sure spends tons of money on trolls, guess everyone wants to get millions for
being a troll. why not all you have to do is sit on your fat asses.

missy y February 27, 2016 at 06:07

so my taxes are paying for this?

geecee February 17, 2016 at 21:08

Correction: the taxes are wasted for this and for the salaries of useless and illiterate

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 21:13

https://t.co/UZ3Jqu73PO
https://twitter.com/AndKyprianou
https://t.c%e2%80%a6/
https://twitter.com/SkyWatchrs
https://t.c%e2%80%a6/
https://twitter.com/samnight74
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peasants unfit for their governmental positions.

Agriculture and Environment Minister pledges to look into the alleged spraying of #chemtrails in
Cypriot skies: https://t.co/5m7zhXolz9

cyprusmail February 17, 2016 at 19:30

“another conjecture in the global literature is the spraying may be
intended for mind-control experiments, although Perdikis said his party
believes this to be far-fetched.”
Far-fetched? Absolutely not! Obviously Mr. Perdikis is heavily affected….

RudyDajuda February 17, 2016 at 20:19

Rudy another troll, you don’t want others to see that we can do the same and take back our
rights to do the same as Cypress.

missy y February 27, 2016 at 06:09

Ahhh the sweet smell of election fever……..

Jay Bee February 17, 2016 at 20:13

The mere fact that the Agriculture and Environment Minister Nicos Kouyialis has pledged that the
government will look into the alleged spraying of chemtrails in Cypriot skies is already an insanity
and an inanity without bounds in and of itself. It only shows the shallowness and the outrageously
low level of common sense and scientific literacy that this minister and his advisers have. Shame
on the lot of them!
My personal opinion is that the chemtrails are really lubricants for the tracks of the celestial orbs in
the firmament. The music of the spheres has gone a bit dissonant and squeaky lately. Investigate
this, Minister Nicos Kouyialis!

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 19:37

Veritas February 17, 2016 at 21:01

https://t.co/5m7zhXolz9
https://twitter.com/cyprusmail
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Very well said!
I would suggest the Minister of Agriculture and Enviroment, the farmers and Mr. Perdikis to
use their energy instead on removing the use of antibiotics in animal production, since
Cyprus is the worst offender within EU, eight times over the EU recommendation. This is
extremely dangerous to our health, not the conspiracy theory called chemtrails.

“chemtrails are really lubricants for the tracks of the celestial orbs in the firmament.” Please
give me your best resource about this!

Betty Robinson February 18, 2016 at 08:18

Sorry that you didn’t get the satire, Betty. Do I really have to cite reliable sources from
ancient cosmology about the celestial orbs, the firmament, or the music of the
spheres? How about Aristotle or Ptolemy?

Plasma Dawn February 18, 2016 at 15:08

We know you’re a shill, probably a paid one. It doesn’t get lower than you,
congratulations!

Betty Robinson February 22, 2016 at 02:40

So now you are blaming me for your illiteracy and/or ignorance and/or lack
of sense of humor? It was supposed to be satirical, tongue in cheek, a no-
brainer. It would be really difficult finding too many people in the 21st
century who would take that kind of outlandish comment seriously in the
first place and then, to make matters even worse, ask for references.
Where have you been for the last 400 years?
Finally, just out of curiosity, who do you think is paying me? And who are
the “we” that know I am a shill?

Plasma Dawn February 22, 2016 at 03:12

I have been, for the past 400 years, hearing lies and seeing them

Betty Robinson February 22, 2016 at 22:56
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imposed as paradigms by the banksters! We know we live in an earth
PLANE (it’s going to catch up with you) and it isn’t round, we know
“gravity” is a lie, we know I.S.S. is not real! It’s easy to spin these
fallacies and pay creepy shills when you can print money out of thin
air. All I wanted was to catch your attention, but instead of telling you
who we are, how about I show you and welcome you to this hell you
help sponsor?

I haven’t the foggiest what you mean, Betty. What hell do I help
sponsor and who is paying me? And who are these people who
know the earth is flat, “gravity” is a lie, etc.? And why do you
quote “gravity” in the first place? Not much sense in your
comment above, sorry… I haven’t the foggiest what ax you have
to grind and with whom.

Plasma Dawn February 22, 2016 at 23:16

Next it will be little green men. These Greens need to see a psychiatrist. or go back to school.

Mike-H February 17, 2016 at 19:34

What do you mean next it will be little green men? The Greens are little green men already!
Back to school would be a lot more productive and perhaps prevent the need for mental
help.

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 19:56

Please allow me to repeat my post of a few days ago, and I re-post this because I am an
environmental engineer:
Chemtrails
A totally ignorant sector of the community are claiming that civil
and military planes are spraying chemicals to modify the earth’s
climate, that is to combat the climate change (that does not exist). For
this, they cite the condensation trails (contrails) from aircraft flying
at non-tropopausal altitudes. When fuel burns in an aircraft engine

Bunny February 17, 2016 at 19:17
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(jet, turboprop or piston), its exhaust gases consist largely of
nitrogen (from the intake air), carbon dioxide and water vapour. At
given conditions of humidity and temperature, the water vapour condenses
and freezes into a fine mist of ice crystals in exactly the same way as
cirrus clouds are formed. These are the disputed contrails that may
persist for an hour or more under given weather conditions with little
or no wind. The propagators of myths pretend that these contrails are
loaded with chemicals in a conspiracy by world governments to cause the
effects of climate change to be mitigated. This nonsense, which they
have named ‘chemtrails’ is not backed up by science; the pretended
chemicals would end up falling to earth and no trace of them have been
found by scientific researchers. There is not a single peer-reviewed
paper published in serious scientific journals showing analysis proving
the presence of such chemicals, although the conspiracy theorists have
published that they have found umpteen different chemicals in fall-out.
None of these publications have stood up to any scrutiny. There are
several reasons why the so-called chemtrails cannot work. In the first
place, it is claimed that they reflect solar energy back into space,
causing a “global cooling” effect. This is not true, at least to any
significant level. The area of the contrails is too small to be of
interest. Meteorologists have known for decades that cirrus clouds can
actually increase the solar irradiance measured by pyranometers at the
earth’s surface, because of reflections and refraction by ice crystals.
Small increases of radiation levels have been observed when contrails
cross the sky close to the angle of incidence of direct sunlight. There
is therefore the possibility of a causal increase of temperature, rather
than a cooling effect. Another reason that the so-called chemtrails are
a figment of a too-active imagination is that contrails are formed at
sub-tropopausal altitudes. Any effect of seeding chemicals would be
ephemeral, as the air in the top of the Hadley, Ferrel and Polar
convective cells is circulated down to ground level within a few days,
and any reflective chemicals would become ineffective. The proposal for
solar radiation management by seeding aerosols or other products is at
altitudes 2-3 times higher than planes can produce contrails, in the
region of 20-30 km. I have seen both photographs and videos of planes
purporting to release chemtrails. These are mostly of straightforward
contrail formation, without any evidence of chemical additives. However,
several have shown “mysterious unnumbered aircraft” supposedly emitting
clouds of chemicals from places distant from the engines. These are
visibly and often badly edited using either simple photo or video
editors. On some websites, both “before” and “after” editing video clips
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have been published. If the proponents of chemtrails have resorted to
such low tricks, it has taken all residual credibility out of their
arguments.

Bunny, please stop confusing people with facts. It will never work. And what about the fake
lunar landings or the 9/11 false flag operation? The loonies out there will exhaust you before
too long, there’s too many of them.

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 19:27

I find it difficult to accept that anyone still believes that the RAF is not involved in
weather modification or that a plane actually flew into the Pentagon or that office fires
caused WTC 7 to collapse at freefall speed in a controlled manner! A Loony

Steve Evans March 5, 2016 at 20:20

I find it difficult to believe anyone believes those gigantic conspiracies the likes of
which thew world has never seen. Life must be very difficult, frustrating, and full
of fears for such believers.

Plasma Dawn March 5, 2016 at 21:51

“the world has never seen”? there was a time people would have been
accused of being loony for believing the world is not flat!

Steve Evans March 5, 2016 at 22:23

Please continue to believe whatever you desire and find credible. I
have nothing to gain from wasting my time trying to change your mind
and beliefs. One thing is clear: take any lunacy you or anyone else
can think of and I will find you thousands of people who will buy into it.

Plasma Dawn March 5, 2016 at 22:34

Steve Evans March 5, 2016 at 22:56
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Indeed. The lunacy of fractional reserve banking for example or
maybe even Clinton not having sex with that woman or
everything in the mainstream media or the bay of pigs. And how
crazy were those Wright brothers…….silly loonies, Keep on
believing 

Interesting how every time you want to prove your point
you come up with examples no sane person is contesting:
the world being round, Clinton, Bay of Pigs, the Wright
brothers, etc. Try harder than mentioning the downright
obvious.

Plasma Dawn March 5, 2016 at 23:30

And there was me thinking conspiracy theorists only bred in the boondocks; or some other
place without a bus route.
What you say makes perfect sense, therefore it will be completely ignored by Perdikis and
the minister (who will only ‘look into it’ if votes are concerned) and because it’s a theory they
don’t want to accept, no amount of reason will dissuade those who would have otherwise.

Gandolph February 17, 2016 at 20:02

ha ha you are a funny bunny troll

missy y February 27, 2016 at 06:20

so are you saying the RAF is not nor has ever been involved in weather modification?

Steve Evans March 5, 2016 at 20:15

Some weirdo suggested that the “chemtrails” of two weeks ago was an operation to disperse any
potential bad weather ahead of the princesses Anne’s visit. I counter-suggested that it was the
result of some alien spacecraft maneuvering through the upper troposphere in search of a good
invasion site after Roswell, NM, became too crowded and unsafe. Welcome to Nutsland!

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 19:06
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Brits need to have clear skies in order to monitor events in Syria and Iraq.
Perhaps to break up the clouds??Come to think of it , not much rain this year!!
just saying…

Louis February 17, 2016 at 18:55

Since when do clouds over Cyprus have any effect over the theater of operations in Syria
and Iraq, between 600 km and 1,000 km away?

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 19:14

For your information, my ignorant friend The British facilities in Cyprus can monitor
events as far as Japan!

Louis February 17, 2016 at 20:17

Already resorting to personal insults? It didn’t take long, I must say.
Since you are far from being an ignorant, God forbid, can you perhaps re-read
my question very, very carefully and then, if you think you really understand it,
perhaps attempt to answer it in an intelligent and civilized manner? Your answer
above did not address with my question at all.

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 20:23

If that is the case I’ll ask them to tell me how my brother in law is doing.The
question remains, what effects do Clouds have…?
(And if yer eyesight did not fail yer,
you could see right to Australia….
If it wasn’t fer the ‘ouses in between…)

Roger Thecabinboy February 17, 2016 at 20:32

LOL!!!

peemdubya February 17, 2016 at 20:41
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They cloud seeded in Vietnam during the war. It was called Operation Popeye…..
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
Also, in Lynmouth, in 1952 and people think they haven’t advanced at controlling the
weather since then!!

Sally Ban Geoengineering Parke February 21, 2016 at 15:34

You have to be kidding me…!

Pc February 17, 2016 at 18:54

‘Panicos Hambas, general secretary of the farmers’ union EKA, told
reporters: “We are greatly concerned, having lately observed extreme
weather conditions, such as today’s temperatures.”
Yeah, global warming (and climate deregulation in general) is a result of aircraft spraying.
I’d like to thank those aircrafts for the snow in Troodos though, That was real good.

Didier Ouzaid February 17, 2016 at 18:48

Maybe we could replace the Government with the ‘farmers union’ !

Terryw45 February 17, 2016 at 23:16

The looney Perdikis is spraying mind control chemicals if has he now convinced others of this
conspiracy theory!

Spanner Works February 17, 2016 at 18:38

If you visit flightradar24 website, there are 6 scheduled chemtrails happening right now, one from
TelAviv to London, London to Dubai, Beirut to Milano etc.
See my avatar, this is my expression right now.

Stewie February 17, 2016 at 18:36

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Popeye
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Is this a joke or are you serious about those chemtrails?

Plasma Dawn February 17, 2016 at 18:54

Obviously, the next thing is for the farmers to claim compensation.!!

MountainMan February 17, 2016 at 18:35

Of course. Soon enough they’ll be staying home, fully paid by the State.

Didier Ouzaid February 17, 2016 at 18:50

No, the money will come from your hide. There’s no such thing as state money. It’s
taxpayer money that the public parasites take from you and give to those to whom it
does not belong.

Vova Khavkin February 17, 2016 at 19:16

A government which robs Peter to pay Paul can always depend on the support of
Paul.
— George Bernard Shaw

Gandolph February 17, 2016 at 20:09

Don’t encourage them for Christ sake !!!!!

Gandolph February 17, 2016 at 20:07
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